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Editorial

Window Cleaning Magazine
Issue 13

Hi,

Exciting times ahead for the Window Cleaning Magazine. With it’s last issue drawing in 15,000 unique
readers and readership still growing we are in no doubt, that WCM is the world number one dedictaed
window cleaning trade magazine.

The only other place worthy of sending my readers has to be my buddies magazine, WCBO (US). I love the
banter we have when we communicate. Every now and then the owner of WCBO, Chris Lambrinides will drop
into conversation that his magazine is number one and so forth. To be honest Chris  and I are just chuffed to
bits really at what both magazines have achieved in the industry working together. We get a thrill out of how
they have helped, motivated and shaped the industry and the people within it.

We continue to work together sharing ideas and keeping each other informed of the latest on the market.

WCM has recently spoken to the organizers from two of the biggest cleaning shows in the UK diary, The
Cleaning Show, London and The Cleaning Expo, NEC, Birmingham. We are proud to be working along side
these two events in the back ground and assisting where we can assist at improving and increasing the
presence of the window cleaning industry.

We have a great issue for you this month. Read Carl Phillips view of the industry. Carl is such an inspiring
individual its unreal. We start to look into training courses too and kick of with an undercover report from
Adam Hamilton who attended one recently at the British Window Cleaning Academy.

So, kick back, put up your feet up and enjoy that cup of tea as you turn the pages of WCM.

Lee Burbidge

Visit our website and blog at www.windowcleaningmagazine.co.uk

Follow Lee on Twitter and join the Window Cleaning  Magazine Facebook group (click icons to join)

http://www.facebook.com/groups/180431838757586/
https://twitter.com/LeeBurbidge
http://www.windowcleaningmagazine.co.uk
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Man catches on fire when his water fed pole hits
power lines
A man cleaning windows on a county building in
San Bernardino US suffered an electrical shock
and caught fire, when his 30-foot-long pole came
in contact with a power line. The man was in
critical condition at Arrowhead Regional Medical
Center in Colton at last report, San Bernardino city
Fire Department Battalion Chief Nathan Cooke
said Friday afternoon.

Firefighters responding to a report of a man on
fire about 11:40 a.m. at 1365 S. Waterman Ave.
found the victim suffering from serious burns,
Cooke said. His telescoping pole had touched a line
charged with 115,000 volts, Cooke said. The
middle-aged man was working with a partner,
who was not injured.

The incident happened at the Inland Regional
Center, which serves people with developmental
disabilities. The victim was believed to work for
an independent contractor. The Occupational
Health and Safety Administration and arson
investigators were looking into the accident.
Edison responded to cut off the electricity.

Cooke reminded anyone who sees a downed
power line never to touch the line and to stay back
and call 911. Electricity can jump 3 feet, Cooke
said. Also, a person who touches another who has
been shocked could also be injured, Cooke said.

WCM says: You can never get too complacent
where power lines are concerned. As part of your
assessment of the site you are about to clean, power
cables need to be at the top of risks assessed.

£56m EuroMillions jackpot winner taken to court
by window cleaner over £375 bill

A window cleaner is suing one of Britain's biggest
ever lottery winners – over an alleged unpaid bill
of £375. Steve Rix claims £56 million jackpot
winner Nigel Page withheld payment because a
member of the cleaning team took a picture of
one of his sports cars. Mr Rix, 57, says his staff
spent four hours polishing mirrors, wiping down
glass staircases, and cleaning swimming pool
windows in Page's £5 million rural eco-mansion.

But an hour after he left he got a call from the
estate manager, Danny Baker, who told him that
CCTV footage captured one of the workers
photographing a McLaren sports car. Mr Rix, who
earns £13,000 a year, says he apologised and
ensured the image was deleted - but claims Page
refused to pay due to the 'breach of privacy'. He
said yesterday: ' That money is nothing to him but
to me it's half a month's wages. ' To come up with
such a petty reason not to pay is just ridiculous.

San Bernardino. Power line accident

http://robinson-solutions.blogspot.co.uk/
http://robinson-solutions.blogspot.co.uk/
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He probably earns the money he owes every minute
in interest. There's no reason for him not to pay up.'

Nigel Page, 48, won £56 million on the Euro Millions
jackpot in 2010 - the UK's sixth biggest windfall. The
former property maintenance worker married
Justine Page, 45, shortly after the win, and they
moved into the six-bedroom Cotswold's home, near
Bibury, Gloucestershire. It has a swimming pool, a
25-seat cinema, and vast grounds. Mr Rix says he
was asked to clean glass inside the home by Mrs Page
in May, a one-off commission that took four of his
workers four hours to carry out.

They were followed around the property by the
housemaid who told them that the glass had never
been so clean. But in spite of their apparent good
work, Mr Rix was told they would not be paid for
their work after a ' breach of privacy'. He said: ' On
the way out, one of the lads saw a McLaren F1 car.
He hadn't seen anything like it before so he took a
picture on his phone. ' After Mr Page saw the incident
on CCTV he went mad and we were told they
wouldn't be paying us. ' To use a reason like that is
ridiculous. That car is often seen out on the public
highways, driving around. ' He didn't include the
registration plate or any of the house in it either. At
no point were we told there were to be strictly no
pictures.
‘They kept refusing to pay. That money is the
equivalent of a week's wages for one of my lads.' Mr
Rix launched a case at the small claims court on
October 2 and Page has 14 days - until October 16 -
to respond. Mr Rix, who has been running Bourton
Vale Window Cleaning Services for 20 years, added
he has lots of rich and famous clients and none have
ever acted like this before. He said: ' We do a lot of
famous and rich people and we have their keys.
Everything we do, we do on trust.'
Nigel and Justine Page are currently out of the
country and have been unavailable for comment,
although a family member said it was ‘unlikely’ they
would have anything to add. Answering the intercom
at their house, the Pages'

estate manager Danny Baker said: ' I don't really
want to comment on this other than the fact it was
a breach of security as made out when he first
arrived on site.' He added it was Mr Rix's
‘prerogative’ to take them to court if he wished.

A few months after Mr Page’s massive lottery win, he
was the subject of legal action from his ex-wife Wendy,
who then received £2 million of his winnings despite
leaving him for another man ten years previously.

Nigel Page won £56 million in 2010 and refuses to pay the £375
Bill  because a cleaner "invaded his privacy".

Mr Rix

http://robinson-solutions.blogspot.co.uk/
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Getting the best from
water fed poles?

WCM goes under cover and checks out the BWCA’s
most popular training course



So we thought we would ask a professional about
the course as he sat the WFP2 last month.

Meet Adam Hamilton – Paulley of Windows
Cleaned Today, Oxford. Adam bought a spanking
brand new Ionic V4 system. This entitled him to
a free training course with the BWCA and left him
6k lighter in his pocket. He choose to sit the
WFP2 course.

WCM: Hello Adam, how long have you cleaned
windows for?

AHP: I started cleaning windows with my father when
I was 15 in 1996.

WCM: How many courses can you have for free?

The British Window Cleaning Academy has been
providing four main courses designed
specifically for window cleaners for many years
now. The editor of WCM remembers attending a
couple courses himself back in 2007. The
available courses are Window Cleaning Skills,
Getting the Best from Water Fed Poles, Health &
Safety for Window Cleaners and the Marketing
course.

The Chairman of Ionic Systems and founder of
BWCA, Craig Mawlam, largely run’s the courses.
Each course costs a reasonable price of £130+vat,
and this includes your certification for the course
and 1 year’s membership to the BWCA Clear Choice
Scheme.

Clear Choice started back in 2006 as the BWCA' s
accreditation scheme aimed at helping prospect
clients choose window cleaners that have been
trained in a safe window cleaning method and had
taken their health & safety course, although, it is
unclear whether or not you are still included into
the scheme should you choose all courses with the
exception of the Health & Safety course.

It is safe to say that a good majority of course
attendees will be Ionic customers. Have you heard
of Clear Choice before, for example? Chances are you
will not have if you choose to buy your systems
elsewhere.

The Clear Choice scheme is an excellent idea but one
that needs to be adopted by industry as a whole.
However, it is nice to see that tender documents that
ask if you are a member of any association or scheme
are now listing the BWCA.

The most popular course at the BWCA is the course:
WFP2 Getting the Best from water fed Poles ( your
certificate will read Water Fed Pole Course) This
course is offered free on some Ionic machine
purchases. BWCA claim that if you are new to
window cleaning or even a seasoned professional,
there is always more that can be learned and skills
that can be sharpened.



AHP: You can only have one course for free when
you buy one system.

WCM: Did you find booking on to the course
easy?

AHP: The course was very easy to book. You get a
list of all the courses available and you can pick the
right date and course for you. If the course is not
available on that date you are told in due course.

WCM: Why did you choose the WFP2 course?

AHP: Well I’m very new to water fed pole systems
as I’ve only had mine for 4 months now and I
thought this would benefit me and help me learn
new skills and gather information.

WCM: How did you find the course program?
Was it easy to follow?

AHP: Yes, very easy to follow. Craig is a professional
in what he does and even if you weren't sure you
could always ask the question. Craig will always
make sure that you understood it after you've asked
that particular question as well.

WCM: Was there any group interaction?

AHP: Yes, there was group interaction. We had to
go outside and take turns in holding the water fed
pole to show our technique, then Craig would look
at our pole use and show us how we can better that
technique if needed.

WCM: You’re a seasoned professional in the
traditional methods with four months WFP

science of pure water cleaning? What did you
learn that was new to you?

AHP: Most definitely! Of course, when I first started
we used tap water in a bucket! I find it very
interesting how science has helped us move from that
to pure water, helping us work quicker and work even
higher than ever before in safety.

WCM: What was the most surprising fact that
you learned?

AHP: That I was actually wasting a lot of energy in
my daily work. I learnt how to better my technique,
save energy and work for a longer.

WCM: Tell us about the hands on section of the
course. What did that involve?

AHP: Yes, we are gathered outside and split into two
groups. The first group were shown techniques on
how to hold the water fed pole correctly and how to
agitate the dirt and finally rinse off the glass. The
second group will learn about the different sizes of
water fed pole and how they can be affected in wind
at  height and also how Ionic has progressed through
the stages of making their poles with the grip
diameter of the pole getting smaller. This we are told
means that we can work for longer as they are not as
heavy.
WCM: Did you know it all?

AHP: No I didn't. I did learn a few things that I’m very
happy about. I will be taking what I have learned and
use it in my business and also teach it to my employee’s.

WCM: Did the course hold any value for a
seasoned professional or is it more for newbies?

AHP: I think obviously it would greater help
somebody that hasn’t done it at all. But I'm sure you
can still learn a few things.

WCM: Would you do the course again or send
staff to do the same course?

AHP: I would send my staff to do the course again.



WCM: Have you heard about the Clear Choice
scheme before?

AHP: No, only when I was looking into buying the
water fed pole system from Ionic.

WCM: You get Clear Choice membership for one
year, would you carry it on?

AHP: Most definitely you also get to have your website
put on to theirs which could increase business and for
me that's a definite plus.

WCM: Would you do any of the other courses?

AHP: Not at this present time no.

WCM: What is your thoughts on training?

AHP: The training was very well thought out with
professional people teaching you and passing on great
knowledge. It's always better to learn new techniques
and make your business bigger and better which is
what these courses provide you.

They give you the confidence and skills to go off and
apply it into your own business.

WCM has experience of the BWCA course and
its opinion reflects Adam’s feelings. The course
is well put together; tools are explained well.
There is some history covered which is
interesting.

The explanation of how pure water is made and
how it works is clear and concise and attendees
are encouraged to get involved in the learning.

Craig Mawlams brief history from his window
cleaning company back in the day, OTT ( Over
The Top) to the current day with Ionic, holds
an invaluable incite of a successful window
cleaning business owner and can only help to
motivate the attendee.

The practical learning is well organized and
rehearsed from showing correct technique of
pole use in order to reduce repetitive strain
injuries to hazard awareness.

"They give you the confidence and skills.."

http://www.springltd.co


WCM: Tell us the connection between Concept2o
and Clearview Plus.

CP: Yay, an easy one to start! Concept2o is our product
and Clear View Plus is the name of the parent company
that owns it.

WCM: What is the company structure?

CP: Do you remember those little Russian dolls? Well
Clear View Plus is the outer doll protecting Concept2o
(the product) Concept2o the window cleaning
company as well as a couple of subsidiary businesses
all of which clean windows. I am the director of Clear
View Plus along with Julie, the ‘wifey’ and three other
managers.

We try to keep things simple, simple is nice, I am
responsible for the framework and business systems
for every business and Julie is the sales liaison and
business development director for Concept2o
machines, although the on going development is a
shared event. We rely heavily on our team here and
sometimes outside specialists. We both (but especially
Julie) have a remarkable relationship with our clients
and they provide us with tremendous feedback and
very often ideas which make it to production models.

WCM: What is your vision?

CP: After deciding world domination was no longer
doable because of complicated political issues, we
fell back to plan A; make the highest quality pure
water window cleaning machines for people that
want to grow their business. It's almost a mantra
here now, but we want people to get what they really
want from their businesses and Concept2o machines
form the hardware, the foundation, the ultimate
tool. Of course, you could give a granny a Ferrari,
but that doesn't mean she'll drive it as intended, and
so a huge part, possibly the largest part of our
business, is helping clients build on that foundation.

We sit down with them, find out what they want
from their business and plan it for them. As they have
issues and questions we hold hands with them until
they are happy.

WCM: Your thoughts on the industry, today?

CP: I can hardly believe the changes I have seen.
There was a time in the early days I would whisper
quietly what I did for a living, then quickly change
the subject... but now, all that has changed. Window
cleaning is finally becoming a real industry and is

The Vision Of Clear View
WCM talks to Carl Phillips



attracting high quality new business men and
women. It is more than I could have hoped for when
I started. I am genuinely humbled to be a part of it.

WCM: Your thoughts on the industry,
tomorrow?

CP: Like any new growth industry we have our
challenges. There is still a settling period with the
equipment manufacturers, I would love to see more
supportive companies that don't only sell to
window cleaners but support them too. I think this
will be the next area of growth now because the
equipment development has reached such an
advanced stage.
There are a number of companies producing some
very good poles, brush heads and support
equipment which are now designed specifically for
window cleaning instead of borrowing and
adapting things from elsewhere, but I honestly
believe that introducing hungry entrepreneurs is
key to advancing the industry further. Current
window cleaners will benefit because equipment
prices come down as volume goes up, manufactures
benefit with more sales and more cash to develop
products that will really help and the client benefits
because reliability and quality increase, the whole
industry thus gains strength. Of course, I'm just
scratching the surface I could write a book on this
one...

“...we set out to nail down a solid Workable plan”

WCM: Clear View Plus  is really different to the
rest. I can tell that straight away when you
look at your website. Its almost like you are
coming in at another angle. You started as a
window cleaning company, moved into
developing a pure water system and now you
offer the complete key turn solution. Are you
still window cleaning?

CP: Yes definitely and continue to grow our
window cleaning year on year by 12-15% which is
cool. We started out like almost everyone else, with
a car, ladder and bucket. When we became aware
of water fed pole window cleaning way back in
2003. We purchased some kit from a supplier at
the time and went through probably the worst
business year I can remember. The equipment was
clearly designed by someone that didn't use it day
to day and there was no support, no help, just
frustration.
I guess that's why we are big on those two
principles, quality and support, no one should have
to go through what we did and certainly not pay
for the privilege! I wanted to take my business
more seriously after leaving the Fire Service for it
and design and development of the Concept2o
system was started just for that, it was not the
intention to manufacture back then. But as the
design became serious and the investment with it,
we decided that we couldn't be the only ones
struggling and so while the development was
underway, we set out to nail down a solid workable
plan that any enthusiastic person could use and
succeed with.

WCM: Do you attend shows or exhibitions?

CP: I would rather beat my own man parts with
stinging nettles than do trade shows... I'm only
joking... We did one back in 2006, Windex, we sold
5 units in a single day but as if to underline our ethic,
2 were out of business in the first year, which believe
it or not really upset us, we saw it as a massive failure
on our parts after all that is why we set up in the first
place to help others avoid what so nearly happened
to us. We realise now that you just can't give clients
the attention they deserve while at a show, if you just



want equipment, there are other manufactures, we
want people to succeed and each and every time a
business does, we do too which is a huge reward for us.
Our clients recommend us as a result and a massive
amount of our new clients are direct recommendations
from other clients of ours. That's the best feeling in the
world right there...

WCM: Do you do road shows and demos?

CP: I've never done a road show... but demos surly! We
have had the privilege to meet many great people,
most of whom are proud Concept2o owners now but
we've had some unusual ones too. I once fell apart on
a demo because the clients were a very attractive
lesbian couple, I still can't remember a single question
I was asked. Then there was the time my Sat Nav was
stolen in a service station and I ended up lost in the
middle of nowhere. A kind farmer found me, fed me
and let me sleep on his sofa for the night! People are
fantastic although, there was once a gentleman that
wanted to swap a large bag of class 1 drugs for a
Concept2o system...

WCM: What are you doing differently for window
cleaners?

CP: If it could be summed in a single word it would be
pride. We designed the Concept2o system to look the

way it does for this reason. All the business support
and the documents manuals, even the customer
calling cards we supply are all intended to give the
operators pride in their business. If someone can
be proud at work they automatically carry pride
and self confidence in their home lives. Nothing is
quite as rewarding as running a successful
business and good operators feel those affects in
every aspect of their lives. We have been privileged
to receive invites to numerous  weddings, some of
them abroad, birthday parties all over the country,
graduations and even a bar mitzvah, all received
from grateful operators. Whatever it is we are
doing for window cleaners, they love it.

WCM: So your not just flogging a system and
its wham bam thank you ma’am?

CP: Hell no! We even frequently guide people to
other manufacturers if we don't think we can
work well with them or if they just want to keep
things the same. We love to assist those who want
to achieve things in their business, who have a goal
we can help them achieve whether that goal be a
multi vehicle operation or a restructure of their
current business to gain more time with the family
or even make things effortless to run. We are in the
enviable position of not needing to make sales, our
window cleaning operations pays all our bills, so
we get to choose those projects that we love. We
do this because we love doing it.

“..a kind farmer found me, fed me and let
Me sleep on his sofa.. ”



WCM: What is your philosophy in going down
a franchise route?

CP: The franchise is simply a recipe, following the
franchise gives predictable results. Think of it like
a cake, if you like the taste you can make your own
if you follow the recipe. The franchise is a short cut
to a successful business model.

WCM: Who is right for a franchise?

CP: Anyone that likes cake... no seriously, if the
above makes sense to you then you're on the right
track. Just add ambition and your away!

WCM: How do you keep it all together? How
does one franchisee keep things uniformed
in outlook to another, after all we all differ in
personalities and abilities, right?

CP: Yes and we all have differing goals too! Which
is what makes the window cleaning industry so
very cool, it can provide a whole array of outcomes
to suit personalities and goals. The franchise
model is built to support this. It's not a single
business model but a collection of various business
systems and supporting modules that add subtle
changes to the overall recipe. If you are not going
to employ, you wouldn't need that module but
another and so on.

WCM: Your website, has a good  look and class.
It has an Ionic marketing feel about it. Was this
deliberate?

CP: Nice compliment that. Ionic are marketing
geniuses! Our website is an accurate reflection of
who we are and what we stand for. It's the standard
we hold ourselves to, although we have a lot of
personality and some quite open and honest
thoughts, particularly in the blogs. It's a reminder
to me I have been busy with a special project that
has kept me from writing new ones... more on
project ‘X’ to come.

“..more on project ‘X’ to come..”

WCM: Tell us about your branding. Why is it
important to your business and why it should
be important to window cleaners?

CP: Once again, It's about pride. You have to be
excited in order to make lasting positive changes in
your business, pride gives people that excitement. If
you can't be proud of your business, how do you
expect your customers to be? Always worth
remembering; we are in the pride business. Mrs
Jones wants to feel proud of her home so she spends
hours cleaning it and then employs me to clean the
windows, all to feel proud. What happens if I turn
up in a rusty old dirty van to clean... what does that
say about you! The better you look, the more of an
impression you provide.
The effort you make on your business makes a
powerful statement to your customers about the
standards you hold yourself to and the kind of job
she can expect from you. It's not about how much it
costs you in money but how much it costs your
reputation.



WCM: Your thoughts on crash tested systems?

CP: Oh I feel another book coming on! I'll try to be
brief; when Ionic first crash tested their system, it
forced all manufacturers to look closely at the
security of their systems, which can only be a good
thing. Taking security seriously isn't that expensive
either, for less that 15k, we were able to get
complete finite element testing done on the
Concept2o system. Finite element modelling is
great, it is basically a perfect computer model of
the system. Structural engineers feed the specific
material sizes and tolerances into a computer
program that works out what will happen as a
force is applied. Changes can be made to the
amount of force and where it is applied covering a
huge range of variable accidents.
This is what design engineers do every day and it is
fascinating. As a result of our finite element model,
changes were made to system bracing which
allowed the chassis to deform more on impact,
reducing the time of the accident which is of vital
importance.

As far as crash testing goes, our management team
and the team of designers and structural engineers
who actually designed the chassis at the Cardiff
University Structural Performance Laboratory,
couldn't decide on the purpose of crash testing
single vehicles.

Here's the problem; when a car designer works on
a new car, they design it to meet EU regulations.
They crash test to ensure their new models meet
this requirement. But this is only applicable for a
certain length of time. The Department of
Transport made MOT testing mandatory and law,
that all vehicles be subject to structural integrity
tests after 3 years of use, feeling after this time
vehicles should be checked annually to remain
structurally sound and roadworthy.

While it is possible and relatively easy to design a
chassis, and bolting systems capable of
withstanding the forces involved in an accident,
manufactures of water fed pole systems have a
huge weak link; the strength of the vehicles floor.

CP: By far, the most popular is the Concept2o Infinity
heated system, available in a range of sizes; 300ltr,
600ltr, and 900ltr systems as well as bespoke design
of static systems, some of which are powerful enough
to purify sea water if necessary. We are lucky enough
to work with and have close relationships with a
network of water purification scientists most of
whom work with GE (General Electric) and so we are
confident in our supply capabilities. We don't do back
packs or trolleys though.

WCM: Your pure water systems are very
polished and an unusual design shape. There is
a decadent feel of quality here yet your not in
the main stream as much as other higher profile
companies. What gives?

CP: The Concept2o system took 5 years to develop, it
is a labour of love where design meets quality and
practicality. While the system has not changed
fundamentally in looks, almost everything else has;
It's water purification equipment has changed,
housings, filters and cartridge inserts. The heating
system has seen massive upgrades, the inverters used
to run the heaters have been specially developed for
us too many changes to list here but it all adds up to
one of the most current and cutting edge pieces of
equipment money can buy.

We are not as well known as other manufactures
because we intentionally don't advertise. Suitable
clients that are searching for growth always find us,
and we do not have to sell to stay afloat, our window
cleaning businesses take care of that. Our business
model is of quality over quantity. It's a longer term
approach, but we are building a solid foundation of
die hard Concept2o fans, just ask around, you will
find we have hands down the best reputation in the
industry, a fact which we are rightly proud of.
Notoriety will come later, especially as the industry
starts to realise that equipment is just one, albeit very
import, part of a business.

WCM: Your thoughts on heated systems?

CP: Mutts testicles! Why would you ever go wash in
cold water?...

“..Water fed pole systems have a huge
Weak link..”



Whether or not a chassis full of water hits the driver
in an impact or not, is heavily dependant on the
structural integrity of what it is bolted to, your chassis
may not snap, your bolts may not snap, but if the van
floor is compromised it's going to move.

As there are many different types of new commercial
vehicle, the only way to be sure to guarantee no
movement through a crash test program, would be to
test every model of chassis you manufacture in every
type of new commercial vehicle and repeat those tests
every time a new model is released.

Those results would be accurate until you drove your
van off the forecourt. Then the chassis of the vehicle
is subject to force and vibration every time you break
accelerate or go around any bend. The variables at
this stage are vast; how hard you break, how hard you
corner or accelerate all have an impact as well as
weather; temperature, moisture content of the air,
salt content of the atmosphere, potholes, rough
ground, quality of under seal, all these and more
besides, affect structural integrity.

Crash testing did what it was intended to do, make
manufacturers more aware of safety and to think
more about the design of  systems. But , the Structural
Performance Laboratory at Cardiff University were
unwilling to say whether a system is 'safe' or not,
without this type of exhaustive crash test program
including every vehicle, model and system type
combination and under differing accident scenarios.

WCM: What are your systems made of?

CP: 3mm thick 316 bright bar stainless steel tube. It's
a high grade stainless chosen for it's resistance to the
elements and particularly aggressive heated pure
water. It carries a 20 year lifetime guarantee. We
don't weld these things together on site, we have a
engineering firm do that for us. They are experts,
check the welds and you will see they are some of the
best in the business. The engineering company also
make engine mountings for British Airways aircraft
and medical equipment for surgery theatres. They are
outstanding.

WCM: Why the unusual tank shape on the

 Concept2o?

CP: The SDL at Cardiff University designed the tanks
for stability, large footprint getting narrower as it
gets higher, as well as for better lateral stability
while in transit. The water is channels up and over
itself while travelling around corners to keep the
centre of gravity as close to centre as possible,
making it highly stable. Baffles are not used as this
would mean the systems would have to be larger in
footprint for the same capacity. Instead, separate
tanks were used to limit forward and rearward
movement.

WCM: Let’s drill down to the costs for your
systems… to buy, to run.

CP: We have a range of systems as I have mentioned
but our typical purchase is a 600ltr Infinity Hot
Wash its £7995 plus VAT to purchase £800 plus VAT
for our engineers to fit a Hot Wash system, of course
other additions are available, waterproof lining,
poles etc...

The systems, depending on water quality in the area
they are refilled will cost at the most £8.00 per week
on pre-filters and DI Resin changes, on average our
customers spend less than £4.00 per week with us.

WCM:  Your thoughts on ultra pure water?

CP: Does it clean better? I have no idea. With heated
pure water, you can clean regular cleans with just
one pass and one rinse of the brush. How much less
can you do? There may well be advantages to first
cleans or algae covered facia though. We have
tested ultra pure versions of our system and these
are available for purchase, but I'll be honest, it is
difficult to see noticeable results. The only other
problem is that there is no hand held water quality
meter currently on the market which can read in
part per billion, so I didn't even know how long our
test water was 000 in parts per billion for...

If you want to test this yourself, you can purchase
some nuclear grade resin and try it. Purify the
water to 000tds in parts per million first, then run it
through the NG resin.

“Crash testing did what it intended to do..”



WCM: There is a clear direction with your
franchise model. Your not subject to out side
sources for machines and it is not done in a ‘DIY’
format….. this is starting to scream exclusive
and expensive in terms of financial input. Is it
wrong to think that?

CP: No, you're not wrong! But expense is a relative
term. The franchise is £20k which is a lot in an
industry where window cleaners only 10 or so years
ago were only spending £300 or £400 per year if that.
But its peanuts in the business world. The franchise
will get you a profit of £50k in year 2 and that kind
of return is rare in other industries. I have a friend
that just dropped £230k  for a coffee shop with
profits of only £40k - don't you just love window
cleaning?

WCM: How does the franchisee process work?

CP: It's all very relaxed really. Interested people
come down and sample our coffee of the month and
chat about their goals. It is a franchise, but it's very
adaptable so clients goals are most important. Once
a goal is settled, we can then think time scales. This
is about how much time an individual has to put into
growing their business at that moment. The more
time and effort they invest, the quicker the goal is
reached.
Then it's down to Julie who works out a plan, which
modules are required and a time line for the client
to follow. If the client likes what they see they invest.
The only requirement we have is that people are
genuinely excited about it. Excitement is key.

WCM: Tell us about the training and support
you offer.

CP: However much is needed, is the short answer.
People have differing skill levels and we work with
those. Sometimes we can work with a client for just
3 months or so and they are away. Sometimes, we
will work closely for a period of 18 months or more.
Even then, people come back after 5 or 6 years and
have redefined their goals and we make a plan to
suit those. Once you're a member of the Concept2o
family your always a member.

WCW: What water fed poles do you recommend
or use and why?

CP: Oh lots of personal choices here and it depends
on if you're using them or your staff. I still have
sleepless nights when we invested £3500 on carbon
poles for our staff and had to replace them 2 months
later...

Some of our clients swear by Ionic poles which are
well built and durable, others use exclusively Gardiner
poles or X-line poles which wear well and are a
pleasure to use. There are lots of other really good
poles out there too. There is no one best pole, each
are tools and sometimes, a pole of a certain height
from one provider will be better at a height than
another. Some have differing clamping systems, brush
heads all sorts, each will suit a different cleaners
cleaning method.  My advice is to know exactly what
you want to use it for, then try as many as you can lay
your hands on. Shows are great for this.

WCM: Explain why your systems have a
polyphosphate filter and how it benefits?

CP: Polyphosphate dosing is a gift from the gods.
Polyphosphate crystals separate and coat the
hardness minerals calcium and magnesium and stop
them binding together on the surface of the Reverse
Osmosis membrane. The benefit is that they replace
the water softeners. Water softeners are the devil.
They take so much time and effort to operate
effectively it's unreal. Water softeners work by
replacing calcium and magnesium with salt ions,
problem is, in order to remain really effective, you
should regenerate every 1000ltrs or so depending on
the size of your softening resin containers. It becomes
a real faff, chill for the night or go regenerate the
softeners... polyphosphate needs no regenerating and
so you fill and forget. Your R/O membrane will still
last 3years or so even in harder water areas but you
will have saved hours of faffing in the meantime. You
gotta love poly!
End

Carl Phillips can be contacted by: Telephone
01495 240640 or email carl@clearviewplus.com
www.clearviewplus.com

http://www.clearviewplus.com


Some people would just kink the pipe and this
worked quite well but the results would depend
largely on what type of hose you were using as to
whether or not the water would completely shut off
and the pump would cut out as it should when it
senses that the flow has been restricted. Then again,
you would be stood there with that kinked hose in
your mitt with nowhere to go again. Some would
bolt a small eyelet onto their pole and this would be
a place where it could be wedged until required once
more. This would seem a good idea but it is still just
that little bit awkward and unreliable.

There was always the high tech method. This
seemed promising apart from the price. It was and
still is a device that transmits a message to your
pump/flow controller, you can turn off now. It’s like
a remote central locking key fob. It is very good but
has some downsides. The first is that you have to
fumble for the thing in the first place. The batteries
run out and worst of all its “line of sight” meaning
that sometimes the signal that you are trying to
transmit to tell the system to stop the water won’t
get there so you run round the corner and aim it at
your van and hey........

Alright the new versions are much better and there
are some that can use the aerials of people’s houses
to “bounce” the signal off. I’m not well up on this
but I’m sure it’s getting there. This system might
just be more appropriate for when you are doing
commercial work rather than domestic houses. Not
only this but it will cost more than that second hand
back pack you are using....

The use of a tap to stop the flow of precious
pure water just when you want it to has been
a long and tortuous road.
When I first started with a water fed pole
system, there really wasn’t much on the
market or many DIY idea’s about to solve the
problem of turning off the water in a
convenient way. I had a Freedom trolley
system to begin with which was very well
made but there was no sign of a tap of any
kind. I would try to keep the trolley close to
me and when I had finished a run of windows,
I would rush over to it and just switch it off.

This is fine until you can’t quite get your trolley
past that wheelie bin or up pass those steps! And
so, you find yourself rushing about trying to beat
the flow and getting in all sorts of bother nearly
always when the customer comes out and wants
to pay you. Then the water runs out and you have
to change the barrel – again. I say barrel, because
it’s typically in this situation that you want to
save water because you have a limited supply. If
you are using a van mounted system with a large
tank, then you may not need to worry as much
about saving water and a full tank might just last
you all day. But what about the water bill? If you
are using a DI (deionising tank) to purify your
water, then the amount of resin you will use
might make your system economically unviable.
Not only this, it is more convenient and faster if
you don’t have to top up those barrels or big
tanks as often.
This is when I got to thinking about putting a tap
into the pole hose somewhere. Great but it
dragged on the ground and got caught on
everything.

Then there was the great idea of having the tap
on your belt. It sort of worked but if you had any
leaks at all, you had a wet leg all the time. Not
only this, it tended to be like some sort of alien
umbilical cord which would forever marry you
to your prize pole so you could never leave it.
“Excuse me, can I pay you?” “Er...... No”.

“Job Done!”



The next thing I decided to do was to use the tap
I got with the leather holster and just tape it to
the pole. Now we were getting somewhere. It
worked really well and it was close to hand all
the time. It was almost instant too and all it took
was a quick flick of my hand or thumb and it was
done. The water was no more.

The only downside to this was that the tap was a
bit heavy so it made the pole heavier but not
noticeably so. The other downside was that you
needed to route the pole hose internally and of
course this meant that you had a big trailing loop
to contend with but once you got used to it, it was
pretty good. All I used for this was tape to secure
the tap onto the pole in the best place near the
bottom.
Then Unger came out with a tap that you could
just trap the hose and it would shut off the water.
At first glance this seemed to be the ultimate
answer. It was light, it was cheap and it was
effective ....but there was a small problem. This
came in the form of when lowering the pole,
unless you wanted a massive trailing loop in front
of the tap instead of behind it, you had to literally
pull the pole hose which had to be external,
through the tap again to get everything tidy
before starting over again.

Then we had the Aqua-dapter invented by
window cleaner Steven Jones. This was truly a
revelation and indeed it worked well. This works
on a mechanical principle of pulling your internal
hose which activates a small lever which in turn
switches on/off the water - genius.

There are not many drawbacks to this system
except that it adds a little weight to the top of the

pole and if the pole is fully extended and heavy
at the time, you do need to let go of the pole with
one hand and pull downwards to actuate the
mechanism although you could just stand on the
hose and pull it that way. I never tried it myself.
Normally this is not a problem and these taps are
used extensively by many window cleaners
throughout the world. I am not sure if this tap
can be used with the hose externally yet so if you
want to split the pole, then you can’t.
After this came the magical simplicity of the
Aquatap invented by Scotsman Peter Fogwill.

This is light and again resides at the top of your
pole. It works by twisting your pole. Twist one
way and it comes on, twist it back the other way
and it stops. Magic! The beauty of this is that you
can have your pole hose internally or externally
and it will still work regardless. Now that I like.
The downside to this type of tap is that if you
have a brush that swivels, then it becomes very
hard to apply the twisting leverage required to
actuate the tap but to be fair, not everyone is sold
on swivel brushes. Personally, I would probably
die without one but that’s another story.
Another downside is that because of the natural
ergonomics involved in actually cleaning a
window with a pole and brush, some inadvertent
actuation of the unit will take place either
switching on the water when not required or the
opposite. I didn’t find this too much of a problem
and a little change of technique generally sorted
this out.
I have other idea’s which are at present being
evaluated and tested but these are very basic
idea’s and are already well tried principles that
have been used before and not the perfect
solution. In fact I don’t think there is a perfect
solution but I would be very happy to be proved
wrong.
Everyone will have their favourite method of
cutting off the water supply and many will be
satisfied with what they have at the moment
because they have not tried anything else or that
they have become expert at doing what they do.
Some will wonder what all the fuss is about as
their squeegee glitters in the sunlight.



My  name is Umur Ok and  I named my business after
my surname, I am from Sandhurst in Berkshire. I
have been  cleaning windows since 1993. It began
when I started to work for a window cleaning
company. Within a year back in 1994,  I decided to
start up my own business. The first ten years or so
was the traditional way of cleaning and then I got in
to WFP. It was the best thing I have ever done!
The reason I changed from traditional to WFP was
because it was something new on the market and I
decided I could take my business further this way.
Since I started using WFP my business is growing
stronger and better.
I did try to employ people but never managed it very
well,  I like working with my son. Hopefully, he will
take over the business in a few years time and make
it bigger and better!!

We had a sad moment for my son recently. He was
away at his girlfriends when I took his van to work
on the 10th of July 2014.
I was window cleaning the last job of the day when
I noticed smoke under the bonnet of my sons van. I
panicked and dialled 999! A few minutes after,
flames burst out all around the vehicle.
People were coming from every where to take a look.
One woman that came out to look told me not to
expect the  Fire Brigade… she said that they were on
strike.

I could not believe my ears when she told me that
and she was right. They turned up half an hour later
and there was nothing left of the van other than
metal and the smell of paint, rubber and smoke.
Worst day of my business life and unforgettable!



WCM are on the hunt for the best looking or even damn right interesting or unusual window cleaning trucks.

Send in pictures of your window cleaning trucks to: lee@windowcleaningmagazine.co.uk

“..not to expect the Fire Brigade.. she
said that they were on strike!”

Umur OK when he is not
burning vans out.



Window cleaning
for the rich and famous

We love talking to window cleaners that provide
their services to the rich and famous. Today’s
interview is with Louis Chavez of All Bright
Services from Petaluma, California USA.
Louis has been cleaning windows for 27 years but
steady for the last 17 years. He started a janitorial
business in his junior year of high school. Years later
he decided to shorten those services to mainly
window cleaning.
WCM:  Commercial or residential?

LC: About 90% Residential and 10% commercial.

WCM: You clean for the rich and famous, how did
that happen?

LC: Started out as a subcontractor for a construction
company that did maintenance for them on their
houses.

WCM: What's the best way to get into cleaning
for celebrities?

LC: Knowing someone who already works for them?

WCM: I know that normally you can not say
anything but what names can you mention that
would give the readers a flavour of the type of
stars you have cleaned for?

LC: The late Robin Williams. I've done some work with
George Lucas of Lucas films.  Carlos Santana the
guitarist.   Joe Montana the 49er football player…
people like that.

WCM: We have interviewed on film in Malibu a
window cleaner that cleaned for the stars with
Steve Blyth of JRC. We actually stood in the Beach

house of Bruce Willis. We remember security
was tight. Do you find yourself getting padded
down a lot?

LC: I've never been padded down. I guess they felt
comfortable with me. They tell me "my house is your
house".

WCM: What tools do you reach for and why?

LC: Depends on the job but first I reach for the WFP.
Scrub, rinse, walk away and no ladder work. For
squeegee work I exclusively use the Zero Degree
from Unger.

WCM: So you cleaned the late Robin Williams
house. This guy has played a large part in all of
our childhoods. This is such a sad loss. Did you
ever see much of him and his family?

LC: I was at his house once a month and saw him
most of the time. Throughout the years I have seen
his family quite a bit.

WCM:  What is your fondest memory of this
great man?

LC: His appreciation of my work, always thanking
me. The joking comments he'd make. Two come to
mind. First one I was WFP’ing above his front door.
As he was walking out to go to his mother’s
memorial service he was able to make a funny joke.
He walked out the door and raised both hands in
the air and said " oh god your peeing on me". He
would often tell me how clear the windows were
and then would proceed to act out the sound of a
bird flying and smashing into the window.

Louis cleaning the house of the late Robin Williams

Cleaning the inside patio at the house
of Robin Williams



Three years ago we developed and launched the
Moerman branded ProClean range for professional
window cleaning. Last year we launched a new
retail window cleaning line to complete our retail
offering, this refreshingly simple range is called
Aqua Wiping Essentials and will cater to any
retailer looking for a high grade entry level product
line.

WCM: Why get into the window cleaning
sector? You have only been in it for three years
right?

GV: There are many reasons. First of all, as a
specialist in floor wiping tools, Moerman is
committed to cater to its customer base by offering
a complete range of window wiping tools and
accessories. Hence becoming a trusted partner for
both product ranges.

Moerman is becoming the new kid on the block
with it’s professional range of window cleaning
hand tools. WCM decided to interview one of it’s
owners, Guy Vande Vyvere  to discover more
about this exciting company.

GV: Moerman NV is based in Meulebeke, Belgium.
This is no coincidence since our area in Flanders is
the BeFraNeLux center of cleaning tool
manufacturing for generations. My great
grandfather, René Moerman bought the then second
generation Bristle and Hair Trading Company, which
is at the roots of Moerman NV in the early
interbellum. (The period between World War I and
World War II is often called the interbellum).
Currently, Moerman NV is owned and managed by
two descendants of the Moerman family. We’re still
based in Meulebeke, even though our company has
moved multiple times into increasingly larger and
more modern facilities.

WCM:  What is your core business?

GV: Moerman NV is specialized in the development,
production and marketing of durable, innovative and
competitive tools for floor, window and wall cleaning
to be sold in professional, DIY and retail markets.

WCM: I believe your company is even older than
Unger, is this true? 125 years? Tell us about the
beginning.

GV: The Company was founded in 1885 as a trading
company in bristles and hair for the brush making
industry, which was (and still is) very strong in our
region. After multiple metamorphoses, Moerman
started manufacturing floor squeegees on an
industrial scale in the late 1950s.
Since then we have broadened and deepened our
product offering.

We have been gaining expertise in the design and
manufacturing of window cleaning tools since the
early 2000s, with the launch of Aqua Wiping, our first
window cleaning line for retail. Shortly after, we
started manufacturing professional window cleaning
tools under private label contract manufacturing.



Second reason is that we think there’s a big blind spot
in the current product offering. Some companies
focus on strong marketing and brand building,
others focus on a very small niche, still others focus
on price and some have been dosing off… Window
cleaners all over the world deserve a high quality
no-nonsense product range which not only looks
good, but also does what it promises at friendly
prices. This is the promise of Moerman to the end
users: our gear will not only get your job done,
through clever details you’ll be able to make the
difference on result, ergonomics, safety and speed.
Professional window cleaning is a fascinating
environment in which the devil is in the details.
Getting the details right is what Moerman pursues.
Through thorough research and experience gained
through sharing with the professional end user, we’re
rapidly gaining
experience and feel it’s the right thing to do to
develop tools which help our end users cope with the
increasingly demanding world they operate in. So,
this being a third reason to do it: Not doing it would
have been against our nature of helping
professionals do their job!
We have a long list of more reasons to do this, but
let’s keep a few for next time as well ;-)

WCM: Can you explain your experience in
product innovation?

CV: At Moerman we try to look and listen to all
stakeholders in the industry. Through dialogue, blind
testing and observation we compose a coherent story
on what we think is the correct solution to a
challenge. Internally, we often call these
“Opportunities For Improvement” of OFI’s in
Moerman slang. Then, through our short ties with
developers, our wide experience in engineering and
production tool making and our commonsensical
approach, we are quick on the ball in getting a new
idea through the R&D funnel and into the market.

We are proud to say that we have designed and
launched the ProClean range as it is today in just 18
moths.  Last year, we’ve launched our very successful

Aqua Wiping Essentials line for retail window
cleaning in 6 months from white paper to first
production run. This 10+ tool line encompassed the
launch of 8 new plastic injection moulds and several
metal punch moulds. This feature proves that we
have a lot of stored ideas, ready to be launched at
the right moment.
Also, we believe in the “what’s in your bucket” test.
Some people in the industry are very outspoken
about their wants and needs; this is extremely
interesting since this unveils their desired behavior.

Looking in the bucket and discovering what’s in
there unveils their true behavior. The dissonance
between these two types of behavior is a very
interesting field to work in.
Why do window cleaners feel the need to use a
rubber from company A, a washer from company B,
a squeegee from company C and a modified
something from company D?
Can you imagine this in the automobile industry? My
car has Audi suspension, BMW engine and a
Mercedes steering wheel...
Seeing this discrepancy is clear proof of the fact that
something isn’t being done the right way. We don’t
claim to have the ultimate solution for each
challenge met by a professional window cleaner, but
we did manage to raise some eyebrows with our
current product offering and we sure did manage to
start a following.

WCM: Your on site plant uses a high degree of
automation for your other products, is this the
same for your window cleaning products?

“Pure Freedom.. A few tricks up their sleeves”



GV: We have a technical and manufacturing
background. This helps us tremendously in designing
our tools with efficient manufacturing in mind. This
guarantees a fundamental cost advantage, which is
translated, in our interesting pricing. Some key
production steps such as rubber cutting have been
thoroughly developed and guarantee top quality.

WCM: What is new from Moerman in window
cleaning for the future? What can you give
away? Any tip bits for the readers?

GV: With ProClean, Moerman has brought the core
of a professional window cleaning line to the market.
During the development of the basic tools for
ProClean, we have gained experience by looking,
listening and a relentless reflex to get to the bottom
of the “why” behind observed behavior.
In the window cleaning world in which we operate,
there is a need for basic and marginally improved
product lines in order to get an “entry ticket” in the
big show of window cleaning. From now on
forwards, Moerman will be launching some less
expected products and accessories which aim at
helping our end users with getting their job done
better, faster and safer.

Teaser: What is the most used item by a window
cleaning professional? And why?

WCM: What are your current best selling hand
tools?

GV: Our bi-component grip, our premium washer
sleeves, our bi-component T-bars, our stainless steel
channels and our hard rubber. These are the top 5
best selling tools.

WCM: WCM TV filmed you at the Cleaning Show
a couple years back when you showcased the
scrub pad. Why do you come up with these
things? What is a scrub pad?

GV: Our Scrub pad clicks easily onto the ProClean
T-bars. With this handy accessory, it is easy to
remove tough dirt on the window.
Advantages:

- Disposable when scrubbed out / saturated /
damaged.
- Easy to use because close to the window at all times.
- Great pressure and control because it is
conveniently located near the users “trigger finger”.
- Saves the sleeve.
This is a very plain example of bucket observation;
nearly all sleeves are worn out at the ends but still
intact in the middle.

WCM:  What makes a good rubber?

GV: One that gets you a clean, streak free wipe and
glides like a surgeons scalpel through butter while
doing it.

Technical answer:
Pure material, straight cut and no burrs. Hardness
is an individual preference.

WCM: Your hand tools share a similar
ergonomics thinking as Unger. Is this an
accident?

GV: Ergonomics or a lack of is the major cause for
work related strain or injury. A PWC with aching
articulations is like a cheetah with blisters on its
soles. Prevention is crucial, because once you get
sore wrists or elbows only rest will help, so selecting
the tool with the best glide and lightest touch is very
important.



The grips best work well with the Moerman
ProClean stainless steel and aluminum channels, and
will fit most other channels available in the market
as well.
Its ergonomic design ensures smooth and easy
performance without causing excessive strain on
arms and shoulders – even after hours of intensive
window cleaning.

WCM: What is Dura Flex and how does it
compare to other brands?

GV: We’ve been handling rubber for our floor
squeegees since the 50’s. We like the material and
try to perfect its abilities to solve our end users’
challenges. Our unique natural Dura-Flex rubber,
used in our floor squeegees, is the best rubber in the
world for floor cleaning and offers excellent finger
dry cleaning results coupled with superior
durability. For decades Moerman floor squeegees
have been considered the universal benchmark in
the floor cleaning industry.

WCM:  What is your vision for Moerman?

GV: Remain the market leader in floor squeegees
and conquer a deserved and a significant place in
the professional window cleaning market.

WCM:  You seem to be at every trade show
going... this must be exhausting. Do you limit
yourself on trade shows and how do you choose
which ones to attend?
GV: We want and need a high exposure to all
stakeholders in the market. This is what feeds our
inspiration.

WCM: Will we see you at The Cleaning Expo,
Birmingham UK and The Cleaning Show,
London?

GV: We will exhibit at the Cleaning Show in London.

Some PWC’s prefer heavy tools. Fine as a habit, but
think of how much unnecessary weight you’re
displacing. Have you ever seen a pro cyclist sneak
lead into his shoes?

So, no this is the contrary of an accident, it’s the
prevention of injury which drives us to look for the
ultimate ergonomics.

WCM: Where do you see Moerman in the
industry?

GV: As a rising star, refreshing in it’s details and
building momentum.

WCM:  How hard is it to keep coming up with
solutions for window cleaners?

GV: It comes naturally provided we keep our senses
open and free.

WCM: You like to improve on existing tools too
don’t you?

GV: Nothing is ever perfect.

WCM: Tell us about the new Swivel Squeegee
and T-bar? Why?

GV: Try it and you tell me. Our Swivel squeegee and
T-bar are our latest innovations in the ProClean
range. The Swivel squeegee handle and T-bar
features a 180° pivoting head that automatically
adjusts to the right angle. Securely fitting on the
Moerman ProClean extension poles, the swivel
technique can easily be performed and allows access
to many hard to reach windows.
Moreover, the squeegee head can be tilted in a 0° or
a 40° angle by pushing the button at the side. The
easy release design allows fast and user-friendly
removal or repositioning of the channel.



Over the past three months we have been
carrying out a comparison between three
brands of soft squeegee rubber that are
relatively new to the market.
We are talking Unger Green Rubber, Facelift
Red Razor Blade and the Black Intermop rubber.

For the purpose of this test, although not
completely scientific, we used all three rubbers on
the same jobs, each week for a month.

We used a variety of different window types from
old wooden frame windows that were painted and
un-painted, metal and UPVC windows, all on either
commercial or domestic properties. We then mixed
things further by carrying out some pole work and
normal hand work.  Rubber prices quoted here in
this article are based on a 14” length and the prices
at the time of this research.

Window cleaner, Richard Clues and Bob Hatt AKA
Polzn Bladz ( squeegee expert ) took a look at this
for us and gave us their views on the three rubbers,
there performance and rated them out of 5 stars.

Some surprising results came up.

Local Morrison’s
donates to George

So, first up during the first month we tested the
Facelift Razor Blade rubber.

This rubber is the most expensive of the three
costing £1.74 for a 14” length from the Window
Cleaning Warehouse. The Razor Blade rubber was
great from the start, we found that it didn’t really
need any breaking in and glided well.  At the end of
the test we only ended up using one side of the
rubber and it was still cleaning and gliding well on
the glass. There are some slight noticeable wear
marks on the outer corners of the blade but this
didn’t cause any problems on the glass. The leading
edge of the blade shows no rounding off either.
This rubber only comes in 14” or 36” lengths.

Overall we would say that this rubber gets 4.5 out
of 5 stars.

Facelift Razor Blade rubber.

As with a lot of Facelift traditional products they
are made by Unger. The Facelift rubber has a good
edge to it as all Unger rubbers have but I needed to
put a lot of pressure on the Ettore channel to get
good results. However, I did think that this rubber
was the better out of the 3.
Positives – Feels great, best rubber out of the 3.

Negatives – Only comes in two sizes.

Rubber test

Contributors: Richard Clues & Bob Hatt



Negatives- Feels different to a soft natural rubber
blade in terms of how it contours to the glass in usage
which you have to adapt to. Not as flexible as a
natural soft rubber. Leaves some streaks, much more
than Facelift rubber.

The last to be tested was the Intermop rubber.

This rubber is the cheapest of the 3 tested and costs
only £0.98 for a 14” length from The Window
Cleaning Magazine. I found this rubber needed to be
broken in a little before it started to glide as good as
the previous that was on test, but once pasted that
it was as good as the others.
It lasted well and the outer corners were showing
little wear marks like the Razor Blade. The leading
edge did start to round off a little at the end of the
months test.

Again, I only used one side of the rubber for the
month. This rubber comes in 10”, 14”, 18”, 25”, 36”
and 42”

Overall I would say that this was a good everyday
rubber for the cost of it. This rubber gets 4/5 stars.

The Second rubber tested was the Unger Green
rubber.

This Green Rubber costs only £1.31 for a 14”
length from The Cleaning Spot.  Again this rubber
started great, it just glided over the glass without
a problem.  As for the great start this quickly went
downhill after the first week. I noticed the outer
corners starting to wear a lot quicker, especially
on the wooden frames. Small bits of the rubber
were starting to wear off the corners stating to
cause a few problems. With this problem I had to
turn the rubber over and use the second side of
it to finish off the test.  The leading edge had
started to round off also. This rubber comes in
12”, 14” and 18” lengths.

Overall I would say that this rubber is good but
doesn’t last as well. So I would give this a rating
of 3/5 stars.

Unger Green rubber.

Feels similar to the Facelift in terms of being a
silicone based rubber. Cuts/slices cleanly when
fitting to channel size. Glides well first time usage
although slightly streaky. Cannot comment on
the longevity of the rubber as I have not used it
for a long time but from looking at the pics sent
to me it seems to wear out at the edges rather
fast especially if the user is heavy with their tools
and/ or working a lot on abrasive frames such as
non painted wooden frames or perished rubber
sealed windows. Does not feel or act like a soft
rubber compared to a natural soft rubber.

Positives-It's green maybe it's environmentally
friendly??? Glides well, nice sharp edges to it.
Cannot comment on the longevity at this point.



Intermop rubber.

Needs a bit of pressure to work with or it could leave
some wet patches and blade direction marks but
when adjusted to the rubber it seems fine.
Nice edges to it, runs slightly smoother than the
green in a 10 inch channel, but pulled a bit in a 16
inch channel. But that could be the result of the
actual channel used than the rubber itself. Quite firm
rubber so handles well at the edge of the
glass/frame like the Facelift rubber.

Positive-Cheaper to buy, needs a bedding in phase
but would be OK after a few hours/days constant
working like some of most expensive rubbers do
also. Durable and long lasting is my guessing.

Negative-Slightly streaky at times, a bit stiff so may
need some pressure for it to work better at the start.

Different channel brands can make all the
difference to how a rubber works. Fascinating
stuff!

Put that same rubber in an Unger or other brand
channel and you get a different glide, feel and
effect from the rubber and how it performs.

On top of that use a different
branded/length/angled handle in it then it can
start to get messy. So for the purpose of my input
I found that Richard was using an Et tore Steel
channel and a Ettore Pro Grip Handle.

I need to make sure that I was using the same
tools as Richard Clues in this comparison.

George, Lee, Hadier



Most window cleaner’s that use pure water and
water fed pole system’s will have a general
understanding of how TDS works and what is
involved to make that pure water.

I personally live in an exceptionally hard water
area and it cost me  considerably more to make
pure water as opposed to people who live in a
Soft water areas.

Recently, I decided to check out the TDS on
properties in my street. I was shocked to see the
difference in TDS that was as much as much as 100!
The reason I was shocked was because the house
itself was only 500 meters from my current house.
I decided to check the neighbors TDS with
permission, just to double-check and yes their TDS
was about around 100 less than mine!

I have seen several TDS maps that have existed
online, which had been created to help window
cleaners.

I decided to check the TDS of my area against these
maps only to find that these were  around 50 to 60
out. This got me thinking to how accurate is TDS?
What factors will affect the reading? Can these TDS
maps give bad advice?

So, I decided to check the TDS in the area’s where
I clean windows. I have a large customer base in
several towns. The highest TDS reading in one
village was 487. The lowest reading was 293.

Now this will still require an RO to produce pure
water. The issue is at 293, I wouldn't use a water
pre softener but at 487 I would.

With this new information it suddenly got me
thinking. What about people that live in different
areas  i.e. soft water area. They may check their
map online and see their TDS for example is 150

and then decide that they need to go the RO route.
They may purchase RO equipment with the
assumption that their TDS will actually be 150 and
then when they actually get round to checking the
TDS from the tap, it may actually be less than a 100.

As we all know if the TDS is less than 100 then we
would be able to use double DI. So, checking your
tap source is imperative in order to make sure you
are not investing more than you should in wfp
filters.

On speaking to a customer, who is actually a
plumber, he explained to me the reason why there
will be a huge gap in TDS readings in a small area.
Old pipe versus new pipe. New build versus Old
build. Plastic pipe versus copper pipe. Leaks in the
system. Pressure in the system.

TDS maps are kind of a good idea but it's only to
give you a general indication of whether you live in
a soft medium or hard water area you would
definitely need to investigate what your actual TDS
is before you buy any equipment and do not
assume the readings on these maps are in fact
accurate.

When I first started window cleaning the TDS at my
house was 425. The reading at this house is now
down to 350 on a good day. On speaking to Anglian
Water they have advised that due to leaks being
fixed in the area and pipe work being replaced this
would cause a lower TDS so even unscheduled
water board repairs to the infrastructure will effect
your TDS.

If you don’t have a visual aid like colour change
resin then you will have to test your pure water
regularly to establish when it needs to change. We
would advise checking your tap water regularly
too.

What’s in a number?



http://mgwc.org/wp/


http://www.ungerglobal.com


http://www.cleaningshow.co.uk

